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‘Smart Home’, ‘Home Automation’, ‘the

At Dynalite, we understand that no matter

Home of the Future’… you’ve heard all the

how much integration takes place, if you’re

buzzwords, but what do they mean? Basically,

not comfortable with the technology, or ﬁnd

they refer to the underlying technology used

it difﬁcult to use, then it’s not a smart home.

to ‘control’ your home.

That’s why we create solutions that

Today’s home encompasses some, or all,

complement and enhance your

of a range of services - lighting, security,

lifestyle - systems the whole family can

Lights, Camera, Action

heating, ventilation and air-conditioning,

use. The Dynalite Smart Home… it’s about

What Can We Do?

home theatre, distributed audio, motorised

streamlining your life, not complicating it.

Energy Saving Made Easy

How Do We Do It?
What’s In It For You?

curtains and blinds, reticulation systems
and wireless PC networks. A smart home
integrates these systems to give you
simple,complete control.
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THE BASICS – LIGHTING CONTROL

The foundation of any smart home system is

Life is all about growth and your needs

There’s no doubt your most valuable asset

lighting control - it’s the logical backbone to

may change over time. The modular

is your family, but your possessions are worth

which everything else is connected. We’ve

‘building-block’ approach to the Dynalite

protecting too, regardless of whether you’re

been designing and manufacturing lighting

system lets you add components as, and

home or away. Integration with your security

control equipment for more than 25 years

when, you require.

system provides added precautions, such

and always have been at the forefront of

as interior, exterior and garden lighting

our industry.

turning to ‘full’ when the alarm signals a

A simple lighting control system gives you
the power to completely transform your
environment - create a mood to suit any
occasion, deﬁne and highlight features,

disturbance. While you’re away enjoying
a hard-earned break, run a lighting pattern
that creates a lived-in look, further deterring
unwanted intruders.

show off your home in it’s best light…

At home, give your family peace of mind by

all at the touch of a button.

creating a reassuring path of light, to make
late-night visits to the bathroom less daunting.

ENERGY SAVING MADE EASY

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION

ENERGY SAVING MADE EASY

LIGHTS,CAMERA, ACTION!

Don’t waste energy when you’re not home…

Bring Hollywood home, integrate with your

shut down the whole house in one simple

home theatre components to provide the full

action. Activate the ‘Goodbye’ setting as

cinema experience in your living room. In one

you leave and turn off lighting, airconditioning,

easy step you can lower the projection screen,

sprinklers - in fact, anything you decide.

close motorised curtains or blinds, turn on the

Your home is as individual as you and the
way you live should be determined by you,
not by the system. The beauty of the Dynalite
Smart Home is its ﬂexibility - that all settings are
customised to meet your needs, as simple or
intricate as you like.

projector and dim the lights. Total control at
your ﬁngertips.

One. Lighting Control

Two. Security

Three. Temperature Control and Blinds

Four. Home Theatre

Five. Multi-Room Audio Systems

Six. Pool, Spa and Reticulation Systems

Seven. Sensors

Eight. Endless control options

• Create a mood, deﬁne a space... lighting

• Give your home a lived-in look while

• Be comfortable in your home. Reliably

• Watch your favourite movies and enjoy

• Control your multi-source, multi-zone

• Control the temperature and ﬁlters on

• Dynalite multi-function sensors can detect

• Don’t let yourself be limited. Control the

is about more than good looks, it’s the key

you’re away, deterring unwanted visitors

control the thermostat and ensure efﬁcient

the total theatre experience... dim the lights,

distributed audio system and enjoy your

outdoor spas and pools. Ensure your garden

motion in a room, or the level of available

whole house from the comfort of your

to a comfortable and welcoming home.

and safeguarding the things you hold dear.

use of energy by automatically closing

lower the screen and start the movie with

favourite tunes in peace, while the kids

receives the attention it deserves when

natural light, and adjust artiﬁcial lighting

armchair. Dynalite systems can be

curtains and blinds during hot summer

the touch of a button.

listen to that noise they call music far,

you’re away, by using time clocks to turn

levels to suit. They also pick up infrared

programmed and controlled via a

far away at the other end of the house.

sprinkler systems on and off.

commands from remote controls for

Java-enabled phone, PDA or Internet

added ﬂexibility.

browser, from anywhere in the world!

months and taking advantage of warming
winter sun.
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The Dynalite range of smart home products

When you install a Dynalite Smart Home

beautiful Revolution user control panels

consists of concealed ‘controllers’ to which

system, the result is complete, carefree and

and touch screens as they complement

lighting and other loads are connected,

uncomplicated control. After a hard day’s

your interior design in glass, stone, ceramic,

‘user interfaces’ that give you the power

work, the ‘Welcome Home’ setting disarms

metal or any ﬁnish you can imagine.

to interact with the system and ‘integration

security, turns on lights to a level pre-deter-

devices’, that connect your home’s services

mined by you and activates the audio system,

so they communicate and perform seamlessly

ﬁlling the house with sound. The temperature

as one.

is ideal, thanks to the timeclock that initiated
the air conditioning an hour ago. The blinds
and curtains are set perfectly, according to
the time of day and time of year. In short, your
home is whatever you want to be – the choice
is yours.
Control possibilities are inﬁnite. Take charge
from your favourite armchair, using nothing
more than your mobile phone, or enjoy the

For more information on how the Dynalite
Smart Home can change your life, contact
your local authorised Dynalite Solution
Provider, or visit dynalite-online.com.
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